Job ID:
Job Title:
Years of Experience:
Type of Position:
Location:
Salary Range:
Travel Required:

RK050913A
Heavy Industrial Construction Estimator
5
Direct Hire
North East Atlanta, GA Area
Depends On Your Experience and Expertise
Less than 20%

Our North East Atlanta, GA area Industrial Construction Client has an IMMEDIATE NEED for a Heavy
Industrial Construction Estimator who has a minimum of 5 years experience. Your Bachelor’s degree in
a Construction or Engineering discipline will be a plus.
Please note that this search is for someone with
HEAVY INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE

ONLY.

The MUST HAVE REQUIREMENTS of this position include:
* 5 years experience as an estimator in a heavy industrial construction company
* Full working knowledge of Microsoft Office Suite including MS Project

PLUS in this position:
* Bachelor’s degree in a construction or other engineering discipline

The RESPONSIBILITIES of this position include but are not limited to:
* Preparation of cost estimates for heavy industrial construction projects
* Establish & maintain pricing for all facets of the project ( material, equipment, man hours, labor costs )
* Estimate support in multiple areas ( concrete, structural steel erection, piping, equipment erection,
electrical, instrumentation )
* Act as a rigging specialist ( crane sizing, development of lift plans )
* Preparation of rigging studies for lift equipment
* Review bid proposals
* Attend pre bid meetings
* Review & evaluate subcontractor quotations
* Assist with project planning and scheduling
If you meet these requirements and wish to be considered for this position, send your résumé to us in a
Word document at Resumes@PinnaclePlacementGroup.com mentioning the Job ID and the Job Title in
the subject line of your email.
In your email or cover letter, please provide us a short narrative detailing your experience and
expertise as it applies to this position. Also, please provide us with your MINIMUM salary
requirements.
KEY WORDS: heavy industrial construction, heavy lift equipment, project pricing, material, equipment,
man hours, labor costs, concrete, structural steel, piping, equipment erection, crane sizing, lift plans, project
planning, project scheduling, rigging studies, pre bid meetings, subcontractor quotes,

